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Preface

The objective of this book is to describe a new approach in hybrid connec-

tionist natural language processing which bridges the gap between strictly

symbolic and connectionist systems. This objective is tackled in two ways:

the book gives an overview of hybrid connectionist architectures for natural

language processing; and it demonstrates that a hybrid connectionist ar-

chitecture can be used for learning real-world natural language problems.

The book is primarily intended for scientists and students interested in

the �elds of arti�cial intelligence, neural networks, connectionism, natural

language processing, hybrid symbolic connectionist architectures, parallel

distributed processing, machine learning, automatic knowledge acquisition

or computational linguistics. Furthermore, it might be of interest for scien-

tists and students in information retrieval and cognitive science, since the

book points out interdisciplinary relationships to these �elds.

We develop a systematic spectrum of hybrid connectionist architectures,

from completely symbolic architectures to separated hybrid connectionist

architectures, integrated hybrid connectionist architectures and completely

connectionist architectures. Within this systematic spectrum we have de-

signed a system SCAN with two separated hybrid connectionist architec-

tures and two integrated hybrid connectionist architectures for a scanning

understanding of phrases. A scanning understanding is a relation-based at

understanding in contrast to traditional symbolic in-depth understanding.

Hybrid connectionist representations consist of either a combination of con-

nectionist and symbolic representations or di�erent connectionist represen-

tations. In particular, we focus on important tasks like structural disam-

biguation and semantic context classi�cation. We show that a parallel mod-

ular, constraint-based, plausibility-based and learned use of multiple hybrid

connectionist representations provides powerful architectures for learning a

scanning understanding. In particular, the combination of direct encoding

of domain-independent structural knowledge and the connectionist learning

of domain-dependent semantic knowledge, as suggested by a scanning un-

derstanding in SCAN, provides concepts which lead to exible, adaptable,

transportable architectures for di�erent domains.
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Introduction

1.1 Learning a Scanning Understanding

In the past there have been several approaches in natural language pro-

cessing which aimed for an in-depth understanding of complete texts and

dialogs. In contrast, we will pursue an approach of learning a scanning

understanding
1 of separate natural language phrases. Natural language

phrases are extremely frequent and important for describing objects, states

and events, and they express the important contents e�ciently. Examples

of a scanning understanding of phrases include situations such as looking

at the headlines in a newspaper and classifying book titles according to

their semantic context. For instance, consider the following titles of books

in a library.

Constructivist architecture in the USSR

Computer architecture and organization

Inuence of the intensity on discharges in the Van Allen belt

A librarian has to learn to understand such phrases as quickly as possi-

ble, in most cases without a deep understanding of the book's �eld. Among

other subtasks, contextual phrase analysis and structural phrase analysis

have to be dealt with. For instance, the �rst phrase belongs to an architec-

ture context, the second phrase belongs to a computer science context, and

the third to a physical sciences context. Di�erent lexical interpretations

of the same word (`architecture' of a computer versus `architecture' of a

building) can be distinguished based on the semantic context. Furthermore,

the third phrase shows a structural ambiguity since `discharges' could refer

1 The word `scanning' is used here in the sense of `glance at quickly' for the �eld

of natural language processing. A scanning understanding is an understanding
based on learned at semantic relationships rather than encoded in-depth seman-

tic relationships.
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to `intensity' and `inuence' if semantic knowledge is not considered. In a

similar way, `Van Allen belt' could refer to three di�erent preceding nouns.

So our subtask of contextual phrase analysis also includes lexical disam-

biguation between di�erent contexts and the subtask of structural phrase

analysis includes structural disambiguation in order to determine a desired

structural interpretation. We take these two subtasks, contextual phrase

analysis and structural phrase analysis, as examples of our overall task of

a scanning understanding of phrases.

Contextual phrase analysis and structural phrase analysis are two sub-

tasks for a scanning understanding of phrases but they are not indepen-

dent. Rather, the structural phrase analysis interacts with the plausibility

of semantic relationships within the semantic context of a phrase. That

is, semantic relationships for structural phrase analysis depend on their

semantic context: for instance, the underlying properties of the nouns of

a semantic relationship `architecture in USSR' are very di�erent from the

properties of the nouns in `discharges in Van Allen belt'. We assume a

parallel interleaved processing of contextual phrase analysis and structural

phrase analysis. If contextual phrase analysis starts to interpret the �rst

noun group of a phrase it makes predictions about the potential semantic

context. However, only when the third noun group occurs can there be

structural ambiguities based on prepositional phrase attachment or coordi-

nation. Consider, our example `Inuence of intensity on discharges in Van

Allen belt'. When the word `discharges' has been seen, this is the �rst pos-

sibility for a structural ambiguity. At that time contextual phrase analysis

can make a prediction for a physical sciences context. Using the plausibility

of semantic relationships for the physical sciences context, structural phrase

analysis would attach `discharges' to `inuence'. When the last noun group

`Van Allen belt' is processed the physical sciences context is con�rmed. Us-

ing this context, �nally the structural phrase analysis of the whole phrase

can be performed, that is attaching `discharges' to `inuence' and `Van

Allen belt' to `discharges'.

Furthermore, there are phrases with semantic relationships whose plausi-

bility depends on the semantic context. For instance, the semantic relation-

ship `tree in �le' in an architecture or biology context would be implausible

since a tree (plant) is too big to �t into a �le (physical folder). However,

if we consider the same phrase in a computer science context it could be

plausible, since a tree (abstract data type) can be stored in a �le (electronic

medium). Now consider the examples `Computer science notes on trees in

�les' and `Architecture notes on trees in �les'. In both cases the initial

words `computer science' and `architecture' would initiate a prediction of

these respective semantic contexts. In a computer science context, `trees

in �les' would be plausible, and would lead to a structural attachment of

`�les' to `trees'. However, in the architecture context `trees in �les' would

be implausible so that `�les' would be attached to `notes'.
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In these examples we can see the relationship between contextual phrase

analysis and structural phrase analysis. Therefore, predictions about the

current semantic context are important for structural disambiguation in

order to reduce the search for applicable plausible semantic relationships

for structural disambiguation. These subtasks, contextual phrase analysis

and structural phrase analysis, belong to the overall task of a scanning

understanding. While approaches for an in-depth understanding often use

detailed encoded knowledge for processing some texts or dialogs, a scanning

understanding of phrases aims at learning and processing language in a

shallower manner for a wide variety of phrases. The underlying principle of

our approach is to go as far as possible with as little knowledge as possible

(`invest a little, get a lot').

1.2 The General Approach

In this section we will �rst focus on several properties of a scanning under-

standing of phrases before we motivate our general choice of representa-

tions. While interpreting a phrase, di�erent modular subtasks can proceed

in parallel but not all possible subtasks are required for all phrases2. De-

pending on the subtasks, di�erent constraints interact in parallel to provide

an overall phrase interpretation. For instance, for the subtask of structural

phrase analysis, syntactic constraints may suggest a local attachment of

a noun group while semantic constraints may suggest a distant attach-

ment. Such constraints have to be integrated depending on their plausi-

bility. Therefore, graded plausibility is another essential property for pro-

cessing phrases. Since natural language concepts for phrases are inherently

fuzzy rather than true or false, a graded plausibility is very important for

a exible interpretation of phrases. For instance, a semantic relationship

`person in house' may be plausible rather than implausible. Such plausible

knowledge can be supported by learning regularities from di�erent exam-

ples. In particular, for semantic knowledge about plausibility, learning is

important to increase adaptability for di�erent semantic domains.

So far we have pointed out the following properties as essential for a

scanning understanding:

� Parallel modular subtasks

� Integration of di�erent constraints

� Graded plausibility

� Learning and adaptability

These properties are essential for building computational models for

2 For instance, metaphorical phrase analysis is not needed in many phrases, structural

phrase analysis is not needed in one-word phrases, etc.
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phrase analysis, but so far there has been no natural language architec-

ture for phrasal analysis which focuses explicitly on these properties. Many

systems for natural language understanding have an explicitly coded, �xed

sequential or hierarchical architecture [von Hahn 1992] rather than a paral-

lel subtask-oriented, constraint-based architecture. Furthermore, most pre-

vious systems have been strictly symbolic and they do not particularly

support graded plausible interpretations, fault-tolerant analysis and learn-

ing.

These di�erent properties motivated our choice of examining di�erent hy-

brid connectionist representations. Hybrid connectionist representations de-

note connectionist representations which have been combined with other

di�erent connectionist representations or other symbolic representations.

Connectionist networks support parallel modular subtasks, constraint inte-

gration, graded plausibility and learning. Therefore, we examine an archi-

tecture which focuses on connectionist representations, but we also do not

rule out the use of symbolic representations, which can still play an impor-

tant role, in particular for encoding some well-known domain-independent

regularities. In this work we claim that a parallel modular, constraint-

based, plausibility-based, and learned use of multiple hybrid connectionist

representations provides a powerful new architecture for a scanning under-

standing of phrases. In particular, the combination of direct encoding of

domain-independent structural knowledge and the connectionist learning

of domain-dependent semantic knowledge provides concepts which lead to

more exible, adaptable, transportable architectures for di�erent domains.

1.3 Towards a Hybrid Connectionist Memory Organization

One of the most inuential proposals for a general framework of arti�-

cial intelligence architectures has been the approach of Marr [Marr 1982].

According to his proposal, the top-most level of computational theory con-

tains the general strategies, goals and concepts. This computational the-

ory level speci�es what is processed and which general assumptions are

made. In contrast, the level of representation and algorithm describes

how the general strategies, goals and concepts of the computational the-

ory level are represented3 . Representative symbolic three-level architec-

tures within Marr's framework are modular and sequential [Newell 1980]

[Pylyshyn 1984]. In contrast, representative connectionist architectures are

interactive and parallel, and rule-like symbolic knowledge can emerge nat-

urally based on learning and generalization [Feldman and Ballard 1982]

[McClelland et al. 1986]. We will argue that, at the representation

level of a natural language system for phrase analysis, symbolic and

3 The bottom-most level of the hardware implementation then provides the realization

on a physical machine. In this work we do not focus on the hardware implementation.
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connectionist representations are not as incompatible as has sometimes

been argued, but they are mutually complementary.
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Computational theory

Representation 
and algorithm

Modular subtasks, constraint integration, plausibility, learning

Natural language subtasks

Learned connectionist and 
encoded symbolic representations

Figure 1.1 Hybrid connectionist memory organization.

Figure 1.1 describes a hybrid connectionist memory organization in the

context of Marr's general principles for information processing. At the com-

putational theory level subtask-dependent modularity, constraint integra-

tion, plausibility and learning are key issues for a scanning understanding.

At the representation level connectionist and symbolic representations coex-

ist based on a plausibility view which can support both plausible continuous

connectionist representations as well as discrete symbolic representations.

Connectionist and hybrid connectionist models often use modularity

for organizing memory more e�ectively (e.g. [Waltz and Pollack 1985]

[Miikkulainen and Dyer 1989] [Jain and Waibel 1990]). Furthermore, there

has been psychological evidence that human language processing is based

on parallel but modular subtasks, for instance for structural and semantic

processing (e.g. [Aaronson and Ferres 1986]). We will address this issue of

modular and parallel design in the framework of a scanning understand-

ing of phrases using the subtasks of contextual phrase analysis and struc-

tural phrase analysis. We will argue that an architecture for a scanning

understanding can take advantage of modularity and parallel interaction

between such subtasks. This subtask-oriented memory organization will be

examined in di�erent models using hybrid connectionist representations. In

this context we will address several general issues: What are important
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properties and strategies for a scanning understanding of phrases? To what

extent is it useful to combine symbolic and connectionist representations

for natural language processing? How can we compare di�erent hybrid

(separated and integrated) connectionist models for subtasks like struc-

tural phrase analysis and contextual phrase analysis? How can connection-

ist learning of domain-independent semantic knowledge be combined with

encoding domain-dependent knowledge for phrase analysis?

1.4 An Overview of the SCAN Architecture

Our goal is to examine the learning of a scanning understanding based

on a Symbolic/Connectionist Approach for Natural language phrases

(SCAN). Di�erent natural language subtasks like structural phrase analysis

and contextual phrase analysis can bene�t from learning within a modular

hybrid connectionist memory organization. In general, we take an approach

which leads to a subtask-oriented hybrid connectionist memory organiza-

tion based on encoded and learned representations. Rather than pursu-

ing an architecture for a scanning understanding as a single connectionist

network or a single symbolic structure, we examine the use of a learned

semantic memory according to various modular subtasks.

The overall approach is illustrated in �gure 1.2. The top-most computa-

tional theory level speci�es the subtask-dependent modularity, constraint

integration, plausibility and learning for the subtasks, while the represen-

tation level contains the actual underlying symbolic and connectionist rep-

resentations. We will primarily focus on the subtasks of structural phrase

analysis and contextual phrase analysis, but the general architecture could

also be extended to other subtasks like case role analysis and metaphorical

phrase analysis.

Central to this architecture is a connectionist plausibility computation

for semantic relationships and semantic context. If the semantic context

of a phrase is known a priori, for instance the physical sciences context,

plausibility computation only needs to provide the plausibilities of semantic

relationships within the known context. However, if the semantic context

of a phrase is not known a priori, plausibility computation also provides

hypotheses about the semantic context in order to determine the plausi-

bility of semantic relationships within the semantic context. The plausibil-

ity computation interacts with the structure computation which generates

structures and condensations based on symbolic and localist connectionist

representations. Both plausibility computation and structure computation

have access to the lexicon that contains syntactic categories, semantic fea-

tures and semantic dimensions of words.

If SCAN is in learning mode a generated representation is compared with

a desired representation. The evaluation of this comparison can then be

used to trigger further learning in the plausibility computation. While the
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Subtask-dependent modularity
Integration of constraints
Plausibility view for concepts
Learning and adaptability

Computational theory:
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structure
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- syntactic 
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   condensation
   .....

Structural representation and semantic context

Lexicon 

- manually or 
automatically 
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semantic
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computation

- semantic 
   relationships
- semantic     
   context
   .....

Connectionist and symbolic representations
Representation and algorithm:

Combination and integration of 
represented constraints

Natural language phrases

Figure 1.2 Overview of the general architecture of SCAN.

domain-independent structure computation is based on prede�ned knowl-

edge, the domain-dependent plausibility computation can be learned in-

ductively based on given training examples. One major issue for SCAN is

to represent known domain-independent syntactic regularities directly and

to learn unknown domain-dependent semantic regularities in connectionist

networks.

1.5 Organization and Reader's Guide

We examine our approach for a scanning understanding for the two sub-

tasks of structural and contextual phrase analysis. SCAN receives a phrase
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like a noun phrase and performs a structural disambiguation and semantic

context classi�cation of phrases.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Figure 1.3 Reader's guide.

Figure 1.3 gives an overview of the dependencies between various chap-

ters. After this introduction, chapter 2 gives an overview about related

hybrid and connectionist architectures for learning natural language con-

cepts. Then, the main phrasal constructions and ambiguities are outlined

in chapter 3. Furthermore, chapter 3 provides the basic framework for the

subsequent models, in particular connectionist plausibility networks. The

following four chapters focus on our subtasks structural phrase analysis

and contextual phrase analysis. For each subtask two possible models are

designed in order to compare their mutual advantages and disadvantages.

The �rst two models on structural phrase analysis assume that the se-

mantic context of the phrase has already been identi�ed, while the last

two models on contextual phrase analysis focus on determining the incre-

mental semantic context of a phrase. The separated disambiguation model

(SD model) in chapter 4 combines a symbolic chart parser with connec-

tionist plausibility networks for structural phrase analysis. The integrated

disambiguation model (ID model) in chapter 5 is a combination of connec-

tionist relaxation networks and plausibility networks for structural phrase

analysis. While we emphasize structural phrase analysis in these two chap-

ters, chapters 6 and 7 deal with contextual phrase analysis. The separated

context model (SC model) in chapter 6 uses a symbolic chart parser for
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a condensation of noun phrases to compound nouns and learns their se-

mantic context in a recurrent connectionist plausibility network. Finally,

the integrated context model (IC model) in chapter 7 uses optional simple

symbolic signi�cance heuristics and learns semantic context classi�cation

in a recurrent connectionist plausibility network. In chapter 8 we discuss

and evaluate our models and show how this architecture could be extended

to other subtasks.
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